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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In January of 2013, Barr Ryder Architects & Interior Designers were retained by the City of
Lethbridge to review recreational aquatics in the City and provide commentary on current
trends in aquatics facilities and their capital and operational cost implications.
The focus of this report revolves around current trends in aquatics facilities and their application
in a new recreational facility proposed for the City of Lethbridge.
The Lethbridge Leisure Centre Needs Assessment and Concept Design, prepared by Group 2
Architecture Engineering Interior Design, Ferrari Westwood Babits Architects and Expedition
Management Consulting; The City of Lethbridge, Recreation and Culture Master Plan, prepared
by RC Strategies and Lord Cultural Resources; and The City of Lethbridge, The State of
Recreation and Culture in Lethbridge, prepared by RC Strategies and Lord Cultural Resources;
and Barr Ryder Architects and Development Team’s own extensive aquatics facility design
experience provides background information for aspects of the following report.

Suncor Leisure Centre at MacDonald Island Park
Fort McMurray, Alberta
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BACKGROUND
The City of Lethbridge contracts operation of three indoor swimming pools and two outdoor
swimming pools. Other recreation aquatics opportunities in the City of Lethbridge include two
outdoor spray parks, a large aquatics facility at the University of Lethbridge, an aquatics facility
at the YMCA and a number of pools at hotels including one with public access.
As noted in the City of Lethbridge, The State of Recreation and Culture in Lethbridge[1], “The
three pools show signs of wear/age considering that all facilities are at least 26 years old. All of
the pools have limited leisure opportunities.”
The majority of aquatics recreation possibilities provided in the existing facilities are primarily
structured activities. These structured activities would include swimming lessons, family swims,
lane swims, aquasize, etc.
In the last 10 years throughout the province there has been a significant trend in the
development of a variety of leisure aquatics facilities focusing on spontaneous use activities.
Based on the type of existing facilities in the City and their utilization, the availability of
spontaneous use leisure aquatic activities is limited or non‐existent in Lethbridge.
It has been clearly determined that additional aquatics facilities are needed in the City of
Lethbridge, to support the demand from the community for both structured and spontaneous
aquatics programs.
Fitness/wellness programs are an integral part of the development of recreational multipurpose
facilities that include aquatics. Fitness/wellness program memberships assist greatly in
offsetting the operational costs of the aquatics facilities and enhance the programs offered at
the facility. It should be noted that the proposed aquatics facilities is intended to be expanded
with a future phase, that will enlarge any existing fitness/wellness facilities and include a new
fieldhouse and gymnasium.
This report will specifically summarize existing aquatics facilities in the City of Lethbridge,
outline facilities developed in other communities and provide a synopsis of recreational leisure
aquatics and fitness/wellness opportunities in Lethbridge and outline an opinion of probable
costs.
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OVERVIEW
“The City of Lethbridge is a regional service hub for communities in the surrounding area and
has a population of 87,882 with a trading area estimated of 120,000 people. Growth projections
estimate population increases for the City of up to 47,000 persons by 2027.”[3]
As noted previously there are three indoor and two outdoor pools owned by the City of
Lethbridge. The Fritz Sick Centre Swimming Pool was constructed in 1962 and has a 25m, 8 lane
rectangular tank, a wading/tot pool, limited leisure amenities and support areas. The Nicholas
Sheran Leisure Centre has a 25m, 8 lane rectangular tank, a hot tub, sauna, wading/tot pool,
fitness, limited leisure amenities and support facilities. The Stan Siwik Swimming Pool has a
25m, 8 lane rectangular tank, a hot tub, a small fitness centre, limited leisure and support
facilities.
The outdoor pools in the community are the Westminster Pool and the Henderson Lake Pool.
Both pools include leisure and program amenities[1] and exceed 34 years in age. The operation
of these outdoor pools range from 8 ‐ 10 weeks depending upon weather.
It was outlined in The Lethbridge Leisure Centre Needs Assessment and Concept Design
document that “Aquatics programs consistently have waiting lists and the current (2012
fall/winter swim) is no exception.” As was indicated 493 persons of all ages are on waiting lists
for a variety of aquatics programs.
As noted in all of the recreational aquatics reports prepared for the City of Lethbridge, there are
very few opportunities available at the existing aquatics facilities for either leisure or
spontaneous activities.
It is well documented that spontaneous use activities are popular throughout the community
and generally in most municipal jurisdictions. The success and growth of multipurpose
spontaneous use aquatics facilities throughout Western Canada is supported by citizens with
overall busier lifestyles and demand for recreational opportunities.
Based on current aquatics usage statistics in the City of Lethbridge, the demand for recreational/
leisure and spontaneous aquatics use, combined with the increasing population predictions and
the age of the existing facilities, there will be a requirement to replace and construct new
aquatics facilities in the community to meet the current and future recreational aquatics needs
in Lethbridge.
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AQUATICS COMPONENTS
The design of aquatics facilities have evolved significantly in the last 10 years. Although the
trend has been to create overall fitness, wellness and cultural facilities linked as a multiplex, the
cost of these facilities can be more than smaller communities can afford. In some cases,
individual aquatics facilities are programmed, designed and constructed as stand‐alone facilities
and in other communities the aquatics component may be Phase One in a multi‐phase project.
In all cases, the selection of aquatics leisure activities now attempts to accommodate all ages of
bathers and participants. Multipurpose facilities and new aquatics technology is now allowing
the development of facilities that even accommodate late teen/early adult bathers traditionally
absent from aquatics facilities.
The overall selection of individual aquatics facilities and activities should be based on direct
input from the community, user groups, stakeholders and the owners to determine the most
appropriate mix within a facility. All aquatics facilities are to be designed to meet the specific
requirements of Section 7.3 Swimming Pools and Beaches of the current edition of the Alberta
Building Code.
The following individual aquatics components and support facilities have been included in the
design of the most recent aquatics buildings. Not all of these components are included in every
facility. Each community typically selects the appropriate aquatics component based on their
community’s needs.

Suncor Leisure Centre at MacDonald Island Park
Fort McMurray, Alberta
COMPETITION POOL

EastLink Centre
Grande Prairie, Alberta
LEISURE POOL
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Competition Pools
Competition pools range from 25m to 50m in length and typically accommodate 6 to 10 lanes.
Depending whether a diving component is included in the design of the competition pool the
pool depth will range from 1.2m to 3.5m for a 1m diving board and a deep end depth of 4.9m
for a 10m diving board.
The competition pool width varies with the number of lanes desired. Each lane is 2.5m wide
with a 0.45m buffer outside the last lane and assists quelling waves. Each competition pool
would include wave quelling rope lanes that prevent waves from one competition interfering
with another.
Starting platforms, timing equipment pace clocks and other accessories are also typically
designed for the competition pool. The number of lanes selected at municipal facilities depends
upon availability in the community.
A minimum number of six lanes are required for swim meet competitions. As requirements for
competition pools do change from time to time confirmation of current and future competition
pool requirements should be finalized with FINA (Fédération Internationale de Natation). Eight
lanes are required for World Championships and 10 lanes are required for Olympic Games. If
other pools are available in the community for use for competitions, the size and number of
swim lanes can be based on utilization and programs rather than the occasional competition.
Appropriately evaluating the specific programmatic needs of the competition pool can ensure
the capital cost of any additional swim lanes can be eliminated and funds incorporated into
other leisure/fitness facilities.

4.2

Leisure Pool Design
There are a number of components that typically constitute a leisure pool. Each leisure pool can
be configured differently depending upon the specific programmatic needs of each owner.
Leisure pools can include any or all of the following for activities:
‐
‐
‐
‐

The zero depth entry (with or without a wave component).
The activity area (splash/water toys).
The lazy river (current channel).
Lap lanes.

.1

Zero Depth Entry Pool
A zero depth entry is programmed for younger bathers and patrons with accessibility
challenges. Typically separated into an active play zone and a less active zone the zero
entry pool accommodates a full range of bathers and programmatic activities.
A zero depth entry provides patrons access into the pool through a gentle slope into
0.6m of water. A path of relatively undisturbed water will remain to allow access to
deeper water without being splashed by the play features. A set of underwater steps
would be designed in at 0.6m to speed transition from the zero depth entry into the lap
lanes and the lazy river if programmed.
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The maximum depth of the higher activities component of the leisure pool range from
1.2m to 2m depending upon size or depth of the pool. This area, with deeper water
provides pre‐teens and teens a more challenging environment for play and an area for
learn to swim programs for all ages.
A wave component can be added to this leisure pool to add diversity to the aquatics
experience.
.2

Activity Area (Splash/Water Toys)
The activity area (splash/water toys) is also accessed off of the zero depth entry and
provides a variety of splash and water toy activities. This area is located adjacent to the
main leisure area but separate enough to ensure there are no splash zones available to
bathers. This activity area is programmed for younger bathers and contains play
amenities designed accordingly. These play amenities can include 150mm geysers in
water depth less than 0.15mm, 3 bucket tipping buckets, vortex cascades, water and
climbing structures, slides, spray guns and other features.
Adjacent to the main leisure pool typical facilities can include a lazy river (current
channel) and optionally a lap lane/activity pool.

.3

Lazy River (Current Channel)
A lazy river (current channel) is typically 2.4m wide and of varying lengths. Pumps
generate a current that forces the water around a circuitous route. The lazy river
(current channel) can be designed for inner tubes specifically and/or foam tubes and life
jackets. Besides the recreational use of floating, the river (channel) has the capability of
being programmed for water fitness and wellness use in the form of resistant and
assisted walking.

.4

Adventure River
The adventure river differs from a typical lazy river due in part to the addition of waves
from the wave caisson in the wave area. Other features provided to increase user
excitement are rapids, wall sprays, and over hanging spray features. When the river is
programmed for therapeutic or instructional programs, these features may be turned
off to provide an environment better suited for the intended use.

4.3

Waterslides
Typical waterslides in aquatics facilities consist of two body flumes but the total number of
flumes that can be incorporated is unlimited, as can be seen in waterslide parks. Waterslides
are typically located adjacent to the leisure pool. There are a number of choices to the flumes
that are chosen including open, enclosed, translucent or opaque. Typically one flume is open
and one is enclosed. Flumes can also be designed to accommodate tubes which create more of
an interactive connection to other aquatics experiences in a facility with tube use in a current
channel and/or a wave pool.
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To further enhance the waterslide experience, timers can be added to facilitate healthy
competition between riders.
The slide flumes may vary in length between 45.75m to 61m. This length includes a minimum
12.8m deceleration lane that is required for these types of slides. A typical slide tower varies in
height between 9.0m and 11m.

Black Gold Centre
Leduc, Alberta

4.4

Whirlpools
Whirlpools are extremely popular attractions in aquatics facilities. Typically heated to 40°C most
whirlpools are designed to accommodate between 20 ‐ 24 users per pool. Whirlpools would
also be designed with two means of access into the pool, stairs and an accessible ramp at 1:12
slope.
Whirlpools can be used in a variety of ways in aquatics facilities that include social interaction,
after swim warm up area and physical therapy.
Whirlpools are utilized by all age groups and are typically well used. In some instances, aquatics
facilities provide two whirlpools, restricting one to an adult’s only pool.
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Wave Generation
.1

Wave Pool
Wave generation in aquatics facilities can be delivered in a variety of ways. Wave pools
generate a steady rhythm of waves to duplicate the experience of being on an ocean
beach. The wave area is the largest portion of the pool. It consists of a sloped entry
from the recessed deck to 1.5m at the wave caisson. The caisson will generate waves of
0.45m to 0.6m. These waves shall be allowed to enter the river and the zero depth
entry to varying degrees of intensity. The freeboard (the distance from static water to
finished deck) around the wave area will be a constant 0.6m to contain the waves and
designed to channel it to the desired locations.
There are several ways patrons may interact with the wave area and adventure river.
These include tubes, personal flotation devices (PFD), or using their own buoyancy. It is
recommended that the operational guidelines be developed to help users determine
the best method of use.

.2

Standing Wave Pool
The most recent addition to wave generation concepts in aquatics facilities are standing
wave pools. There are two basic types of standing wave pools (SWP).
The first SWP is a free standing attraction that directs approximately .075m of
pressurized water up an incline across a tensioned padded fabric. The stream of water
and the slope of the tensioned fabric create the appearance of waves that patrons ride
on. This particular ride utilizes specific skim boards only, that facilitates both stand up
and body surfing opportunities.
The other SWP can also be a free standing attraction or incorporated into the design of
the lazy river or other leisure pools in a facility; however, it is designed with a deeper
tank of water of 250mm. Through the design of the attraction an actual standing wave
is generated to facilitate the surfing appearance. The height of the wave can be varied
depending upon the skill level of the user. The surfing boards utilized on this SWP is
more conventional boards with flexible fins as opposed to rigid fins. This SWP more
closely represents an actual surfing experience.
The addition of a SWP to an aquatics facility yields several benefits for the aquatics user
and the community.
The visual appeal of the SWP generates additional interest in your facility over
conventional aquatics facilities. In addition, the SWP attracts all ages of participants
including teens and young adults typically absent from aquatics facilities.

4.6

Miscellaneous
Other considerations in the design of an aquatics facility include:
.1

Sauna/Steam Room: Depending upon consumer preferences.
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Public Viewing Areas:
‐

On deck spectator viewing for programmed lessons and competitions adjacent
to the competition pool.

‐

Deck level viewing area accessed from the lobby also adjacent to the
competition pool.

.3

Appropriately sized men’s, women’s and family change rooms. The trend is to ensure
that the family change room is open and clearly supervised. In North America, male and
female locker rooms are still provided. In Europe, there is a growing trend towards
exclusively unisex change areas similar to family type change rooms with individual
change rooms, toilet and shower rooms, and common locker and sink areas. The gang
rinse shower area can be combined as unisex even with the three change areas.

.4

Deck Storage: Provision of deck storage for programs and other aquatics activities
ensures an uncluttered deck area.

.5

Acoustics: Acoustics in aquatics facilities are essential in an exciting, active, vibrant
environment that is primarily hard surfaced acoustic panels, specifically designed to be
in a high humidity environment and are typically hung from the ceiling and located
around the perimeter walls of the natatorium.

.6

Themeing: Themeing is typically at the discretion of each individual owner. Concepts
for themeing start with the splash park toys which are usually vibrantly coloured and
vary between murals painted on walls and three dimensional interactive and decorative
components. Costs of themeing can range from $100,000.00 to $1,500,000.00.

.7

Party/Multipurpose Rooms: Party/Multipurpose rooms are beneficial to expand the
overall marketability of your aquatics facility. Birthday parties, corporate events all
increase the identity of the facility in the community. The party/multipurpose room can
also be used for competition administration centres, staff and public training classrooms
and other programmed uses.

.8

Pool Administration
Centrally located control desk to manage admissions, membership and bookings. Size
varies depending upon the facility and specific management requirements.

.9

Lifeguard Office/Change/Lunch/First Aid
Appropriate facilities are programmed to ensure sufficient staff areas are provided to
enable the efficient, effective and practical supervision and management of the leisure
aquatics facilities. Sizes are determined based on overall bathing load, facility design
and specific staffing requirements.
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Concession/Vending
Stand alone aquatics facilities typically do not have concession/food service facilities
programmed unless building adjacencies make it practical. Vending machines provide
the basic food and beverage requirements for the stand alone facility. In larger
multipurpose facilities, food and beverage facilities have been more successful,
supported by a larger clientele.

.11

Other Considerations:
‐

BASEMENT DEVELOPMENT
If budgets allow, a lower level equipment and pool pipe gallery can be
constructed adjacent to and under the natatorium floor. As a structural floor
the concept of adding a basement can increase the stability of the pool tanks
and provide direct access to piping located as a minimum along one face of each
pool tank.
Depending upon the ultimate selection of pool filtration and treatment
equipment, the area of the main level mechanical room could be reduced and
used just for HVAC and boilers with the majority of pool equipment located just
in the basement level. Typical equipment located in the basement includes pool
specific pumps, piping, filtration systems, expansion tanks and electrical sub‐
panels.
A basement pool mechanical room and pipe gallery along with direct access to
the majority of distribution piping also allows for the inclusion of dry niche light
fixtures in the competition pool tank wall and the option to add pool viewing
windows for competitive training.
Obviously, complete access to the entire basement level of an aquatics facility
offers the most flexibility and superior maintenance ability; however, a
basement under the entire natatorium is provided at an extreme cost premium.
Through careful planning the area of a basement can be reduced and still
provide significant access and serviceability with a reduced capital cost.

‐

SECOND FLOOR
Given the required volume of recreational aquatics facilities adjacent to typically
single storey change areas and support and services, the option of providing an
additional second floor area over the single storey space presents itself as a cost
effective option for the provision of a variety of spaces depending upon the
needs of the community. Typical second storey areas developed adjacent and
often overlooking the aquatics natatorium include viewing, fitness, social areas,
multipurpose/meeting/conference rooms and mechanical and service space.
Any second floor development should include the provision of an elevator to
ensure full accessibility for all patrons.
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FITNESS/WELLNESS
The provision of fitness and wellness facilities in municipal recreation buildings
is becoming the norm rather than the exception. Societal demands for
improved personal fitness and the development of facilities that meet the needs
of the entire family and offer a multitude of fitness experience has lead to the
multiplex concept.
Fitness facilities and aquatics programs are extremely complimentary. Not only
does a fitness component expand the recreational and wellness aspects of the
visit to an expanded facility but a membership based fitness facility helps
significantly offset the increasingly high cost of operating an aquatics leisure
facility. A designated fitness area designed over the main level aquatics support
areas similar to that proposed at the City of Wetaskiwin, Wetaskiwin Regional
Aquatics Facility, is extremely cost effective. When fitness/wellness areas are
combined with multipurpose rooms a variety of additional wellness programs
like yoga, tai chi, spin classes, etc.

Keyano College, Syncrude Sport & Wellness Centre
Fort McMurray, Alberta
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MATERIALS
Pool types, gutter styles, finishes, lighting and other integral components.
.1

Pool Type
There are two types of construction material that may be considered for this facility.
Concrete or stainless steel. Both materials have their merits in the construction of
swimming pools and are described below.
‐

CONCRETE
Concrete is an extremely familiar material to contractors. With proper design
and construction, concrete is capable of creating a water tight vessel
independently. Contractors with sufficient experience are able to produce the
designs to create an extremely durable and interesting aquatic facility.
Many benefits of working with concrete include the flexibility, durability and
ease of maintenance with the appropriate interior finish. The design of the
skimming system is extremely important to the operation of a swimming pool.
In unison with the volume of water that a gutter is capable of transitioning from
the pool equates to the success or failure of how a pool functions. There are a
diversity of finish types that are capable of being applied to concrete to create
the desired durability, function and appearance of the swimming pool.
Typically, the thickness of the pool walls vary based on the depth and the
program of the pool. In shallow water the wall is approximately 0.60m thick to
incorporate the 0.45m minimum depth of the gutter. At 1.50m the water is
considered deep and the wall profile changes and will taper to a 0.30m thick
wall 0.20m below the base of the gutter. These wall thicknesses vary depending
on the types of soil conditions and what the structural engineer dictates.

‐

STAINLESS STEEL
There are several manufacturers of steel pools. The manufacturer with the
longest proven record is Myrtha Pools. Myrtha has been manufacturing pools
for about 50 years. The Myrtha pool system has constructed several of the last
Olympic pools and is often selected for its precision, long term durability and
low cost of maintenance.
The Myrtha system consists of a stainless steel panel impregnated with PVC.
This PVC creates the corrosion resistant barrier necessary to sustain the life of
the pool. The standard panels vary in size from 1m x 2m to 1m x 3m. There are
several styles of gutters that are offered with this system. The panels are bent
to create the gutter ordered for the pool. Recommended gutters are the C2 for
high end competition.
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To form walls taller than 3m, a concrete stem wall is poured to create the
desired height. The stem wall is extended to support the buttress system of the
panel. On a 1m x 3m panel, the buttress system extends out 1m. These panels
are capable of being buried or left open to create a tunnel around the pool.
They are not designed to support the deck, and when the pool is not backfilled,
the deck needs to be designed to cantilever over to the Myrtha wall.
Myrtha is able to construct temporary structures and have said to build a pool
with a sand base. The only concrete that they require for the structure is the
footings necessary to support the buttress system of the walls. It is
recommended to build the pool floor support out of concrete as well. To cover
any concrete stem walls and whatever material is used to support the floor, a
PVC membrane is draped over the floor and pulled up the wall. Myrtha has
perfected a system of welding the PVC liner to the PVC impregnated panels. To
make the vessel water tight, the panels are also PVC welded together.
One benefit to the Myrtha floor system is that for pools less than 1.50m they
recommend their "soft walk" floor system. This is a permeable plastic structure
that looks like clumped spaghetti. By placing it under the Myrtha liner, it
creates a comfortable cushion. It is commonly used in zero depth entries and
tot pools.
Tile is capable of being adhered to the PVC liner and wall panels. This is
common practice for the placement of lane tile and the gutter line tile. Myrtha
is able to completely tile the interior of the pool, but this is cost prohibitive, as
the Myrtha system is generally comparable in price to a fully tiled pool.
To construct a Myrtha pool, it is required by Myrtha to have a trained contractor
assemble the pool, or have a Myrtha technician on sight to oversee the
assembly. The pools are able to be assembled quickly. Depending on the
complexity of the pools they are able to be assembled in a few days from
placement on cured concrete to filled and balanced pools. The pools do have to
be ordered months in advance so that manufactured drawings and components
can be fabricated and shipped from Italy.
As a manufactured system, Myrtha is able to construct a pool to incredible
tolerances necessary for competitive swimming. Myrtha is able to adapt their
system to the leisure environment. Myrtha pools have an average of a 50 year
life span and come with a 15 year warranty. Should Myrtha be selected,
coordination early on in design is essential to the success of the project.
Both concrete and Myrtha pools have been successfully constructed in Alberta and
continue to be fully operational. The decision as to which pool type to utilize is based
on a number of factors:
‐

Construction market conditions and availability of specialty subtrades.
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Maintenance Preferences
Concrete/tile pools may not require maintenance for long periods ‐ eventual
cost is extensive.
Myrtha pools may require maintenance sooner but for a reduced cost.

‐

Accuracy
Myrtha competition pools can be constructed within millimeters of required
tolerances.

Overall the selection of the pool type is based on a number of factors and in fact both
pool types can be used in the same facility. The more regular, dimension specific
competition pool lends itself to the Myrtha pool, while the more irregular organic pool
types like the zero entry, splash/tots pool and adventure/lazy/current pools and
whirlpools tend to be concrete.
.2

Gutter Styles
There are typically three types of gutter profiles utilized in pools ‐ deck level, rollout and
parapet. Each system is capable of incorporating either parallel or perpendicular
grating. Parallel grating is ideal for competition pools and pools with minimal radial
walls. Perpendicular grating has been used for many years and has a strong success
rating for the more curvilinear leisure pools.
‐

DECK LEVEL
The deck level gutter is recessed at most 0.02m below the deck. This profile
provides the best sight lines and the quickest access to water. With this system,
sizing of the gutter and locations of gutter outlet piping is critical. This system
has the potential for the most splash out.

‐

ROLLOUT
The rollout gutter recesses the water level and gutter below the deck. This
variation from the deck to the water level is referred to as freeboard. The
freeboard may be any height between 0.08m to 0.03m with .15m being
standard. This freeboard assists in keeping water from splashing onto the deck,
but also creates rebound for any water that is able to cross the grating and
return to the pool.

‐

PARAPET
With a parapet style gutter the deck overhangs the gutter. The gutter is
recessed and may or may not be covered with grating depending on the desired
aesthetic. Typically, the pool freeboard usually has a minimum height of 0.30m.
This style gutter is often used on high end competition pools, or in conjunction
with one of the other systems.
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Recommendations:
While rollout has its advantages of being able to contain water, the deck level gutter is
typically recommended for a competition pool, a leisure pool and a whirlpool. Parallel
grating is recommended for a competition pool for its ability to absorb waves more
efficiently than perpendicular. Perpendicular grating will be used for the leisure pool
and the whirlpool.
.3

Finishes
‐

CONCRETE POOL
There are four types of finishes that have commonly been used on a concrete
pool. In the order from least initial cost to the most are ‐ paint, plaster, special
aggregate finish, and tile.
Paint: Paint is the least expensive initial means to finish a pool. Paint needs to
be cleaned and reapplied every few years, therefore, it is also has the highest
maintenance cost.
Plaster or Special Aggregate Finish: There is a difference between plaster and
special aggregate finish. Special aggregate finish is a cementitious material with
pozzalons added. These pozzalons provide colour to the finish, while not
completely colouring the finish. Plaster has an estimated 7 to 10 year life
expectancy, while special aggregate finish has a 12 to 15 year expectancy. The
life expectancy of the finish increases with good water chemistry. As long as the
water is kept balanced, facilities have seen as long as 15 to 20 years on each of
these materials.
Tile: Tile is the most durable, longest lasting material on the market for a pool
today. It is also the most expensive, both in purchase and in installation. The
expected life of a tile pool is about 50 years when well cared for. Maintenance
on a tile pool consists of cleaning and re‐grouting the pool every five years or so,
and replacing a tile when they pop off.

‐

STAINLESS STEEL POOLS
The primary finish of the stainless steel pools is a fully adhered PVC liner.
Ceramic pool tile can be adhered to the PVC liner and is typically used for the
gutter lines and can be used for the lane tile.

.4

Lighting
There are several types of lighting that may be used in an aquatics facility. There are
two ways to install and replace lights for a pool. Wet niche and dry niche. Wet niches
are the most commonly used light niche since fewer pools have been constructed with
full basements or corridors around the pool that are needed for a dry niche light.
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The benefit of a dry niche is that it is able to be accessed from the back side of the pool
wall. There are a variety of light choices that are available for dry niche, but typically
metal halide have been used.
Wet niche halogen lights were a maintenance nuisance for years due to the fact that
every few months to a year they would be replacing a majority of the bulbs in the
facility. These bulbs would be replaced either while the pool was still in use, or when
the pool was drained for annual maintenance. Until recently halogen bulbs were the
common bulb used for wet niche lights.
Within the last few years, LED (light emitting diodes) has made vast strides in
technology, and has begun to be incorporated into aquatic facilities. These lights are
still placed in wet niches, but have an exponentially greater life expectancy. Along with
their extended life expectancy, the bulbs are more energy efficient and have been used
to acquire LEED® credits. The lights are able to be configured to emit multiple colours of
light, thus adding a new dynamic to the pool.

TransAlta Tri-Leisure Centre
Spruce Grove, Alberta
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The pool water system will be designed to provide the following turnover rates based upon
water temperature.
Pool

Leisure Pool
Competition Pool

6.2

Set
Temperature

Code Required
Turnover

Recommended
Turnover

30°C

Min. 240 minutes

Min. 60 ‐ 120 minutes

26.6°C

Min. 240 minutes

Min. 240 minutes

SurfStream

30°C

Whirlpool

40°C

Per manufacture’s recommendation
Min. 20 minutes

Min. 10 minutes

Pool Pumps
Three‐phase, base‐mounted centrifugal pumps with epoxy coated wetted fittings will be used
for the filter pumps. Pumps will be sized to meet the minimum turnover rate when the pool
filters are dirty. Turnover rates will be increased when the filter is in a clean condition. Pumps
will supply each water feature. All pumps 10 Hp and larger will utilize Variable Frequency Drives
(VFD's) for flexibility and energy conservation. A control shall be placed at the main life guard
station to control the speed of the river. Chemical treatment pumps will be peristaltic type
pumps. Peristaltic pumps keep the corrosive fluids within the tube thus protecting the pump
internal parts from corrosion.

6.3

Pool Water Heating Systems
Heat exchangers are recommended over individual pool heaters. One heat exchanger per pool
will receive heating media from the central hot water heating system. This allows the design to
utilize the captured heat from the dehumidification system as well.
Through constant usage, pool water chemistry becomes unbalanced. It is the corrosive
properties of this unbalanced water that comes in contact with the individual pool heaters. The
pool heat exchangers will be either Titanium or cooper nickel type to handle the corrosive
properties of unbalanced pool water. Copper nickel alloy or titanium is recommended for
aquatic environments.
The heat exchanger is the more efficient system throughout the season. The individual pool
heaters are sized on peak load, which typically is during the pool fill. Once this load is achieved,
the heater requirement is very minimal for the make‐up water from backwashes, carryover, and
evaporation. This system has inefficiencies on energy, and a reduction of the life expectancy of
the boiler is expected because the heaters short cycle frequently.
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Each heat exchanger will be sized to meet the following pool fill times and proposed set
temperatures:
Pool Name

Set Pool
Temperature

Amount of Time for
Initial Heating

30°C (86°F)

72 hours

26.6°C (80°F)

72 hours

Standing Wave Pool

30°C (86°F)

72 hours

Whirlpool

40°C (104°F)

6 hours

Leisure Pool
Competition Pool

The temperatures above are based on general recommendations and are subject to change by
owner request. Verification on heat‐up times is required to size the heat exchanger and central
boiler.
Note that higher temperatures also accelerate evaporation and will therefore increase
ventilation requirements. Therefore, temperatures MUST be verified to finalize boiler and
equipment sizing. Design temperatures will need to be signed off by the owner during the next
stage of development.
6.4

Pool Piping
Pressure, suction, and main drain piping are Schedule 80 PVC. Gutter piping is Schedule 40 PVC.

6.5

Pool Tank and Fittings
The filtered and treated pool water will be supplied back to the pool through floor/wall inlet
fittings. The inlet fittings will be spaced such that they achieve the required turnover rates,
supply clean water to all areas of the pool and scour the pool bottom to promote suspended
solids so they can be picked up from the main drain or skimming system. To assure uniform flow
has been achieved a dye test will be conducted before the pool is occupied. Dye is introduced
into the system which allows the pool commissioning agent to visually check that all areas of the
pool are being covered and treated water is being supplied equally throughout the pool. Should
the test fail the commissioning agent can adjust the fittings to either increase or decrease flow
to improve system design.
For the competition, leisure and whirlpool, 80% of the flow is returned back to the surge tank
via gutter. Main drains collect the water at the bottom of the pool and are sized for 100%
capability of the filtration rate. The drains will also be designed to ANSI/APSP‐7: 2006 American
National Standard for suction entrapment avoidance in swimming pools. A continuous gutter
will encompass the competition pool, leisure pool, and whirlpool. The gutter will be designed to
provide continuous skimming of the pool surface while the piping from the gutter will handle
instantaneous bather loads.
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Water from the gutter will dump into a surge tank that creates a buffer for the filtration system
from the varying bather loads. The surge tank will house a mechanical float style with pilot
valve. The mechanical float and electric probe style will open/close pool make up water line
valve.
6.6

Filters
All filters shall meet the minimum NSF (National Sanitation Foundation) standards. From past
experience, facilities usually request a higher quality filter than the minimum standard.
.1

Filter Types
There are basically five different types of filters used in the North American commercial
market today ‐ hi‐rate horizontal or vertical sand filters, vacuum diatomaceous earth
(DE) filters, regenerative media and multilayer sand filter. The multilayer sand filter is
manufactured in Europe and currently does not have NSF certification; therefore we will
not consider them. Vacuum DE tanks have been used for years and provide excellent
water clarity, but are considered outdated technology. They also take up a large building
envelope and require more maintenance than hi‐rate sand or regenerative media filters
and will not be considered.
‐

VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL HIGH RATE SAND FILTERS
A fiberglass tank (either vertical or horizontal) consists of an influent supply
header that diffuses the water over the filter bed evenly. The water passes
through the filter media and is collected in a lower header called under drains.
The media can consist of gravel bed with sand, fine sand or zeolite. The media
must be tested with the filter to the minimum NSF standard 50 for turbidity
removal.
A single lever handle will connect multiple valves to allow the filter to move
from filtration to backwashing. This simplified process minimizes the potential
of closing off a valve and causing filter damage.

‐

REGENERATIVE MEDIA (RM) FILTRATION
Pool water is supplied to the filter from the filter pump. Water circulates
upwards in the pressure tank rather than downward like sand filters. Media is
introduced into the tank through a vacuum hose. Once enough media is
introduced, water is recirculated around the filter to allow the media to collect
on the flexible elements. Flexible elements are spaced evenly and connected to
the tank head where water is forced out and returned back to the pool. This
filter uses Perlite which is a similar media as vacuum DE filters, but is not
carcinogenic and is environmentally safe.
This system has two cleaning processes, bump and backwash. Bumping will
agitate the tubes within the filter to remove the media and the particulate on
the media. Bumping is recommended daily and takes approximately 1 minute. A
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full backwash or dump occurs approximately every two weeks to one month
depending on bather loads, and selected manufacturers. Media is removed
from the system through the bottom drain valve. The media may be discharged
into a trough before being dumped to sanitary. This process takes
approximately 10 minutes. The filter then requires pre‐coating which takes
about another ten minutes.
The system can be fully automated (depending on supplier) however it is
strongly recommend that the process is supervised by a qualified operator.
.2

Water Quality
DE or DE replacement media in an RM filter will provide the best water quality. These
filters can achieve a particulate removal of 0.1 microns. Vertical and horizontal filters
achieve up to 20 microns. This is based on particle removal only. Zeolite replacement
media in sand filters also has the benefit of removing ammonia and other oxidants;
however there are no test results. The naked eye can see particles at about 40 microns
in size.

.3

Water Consumption
The water consumption during the backwashing process significantly contributes
towards the various operating costs of the filters types. It was not possible to put
financial values to these costs; however, we were able to provide some volumetric
figures to allow a general comparison:
Filter Type

Water Use /
Backwash

Hi‐Rate Sand

2,975 US Gal

Regenerative Media

841 US Gal

No.
Backwashes /
Month

No. of
Filters

Water Use /
Month

Water Use /
Year

4 / Filter

4

47,600 US Gal

571,200 US Gal

2 tank

1

1,682 US Gal

20,184 US Gal

Note:
‐ Based on 5 minute backwash cycle.
‐ This includes the water used during the daily bump cycle.

It should be noted that the replacement water would have to be heated and treated;
therefore the increase in water consumption would be directly related to increased
operating costs. Despite the low water consumption of the pressure and vacuum DE
filters there would an additional cost to replace the used media after each backwash.
Storage space would also be required for the media. Regenerative filters recycle the
media thus use less than vacuum DE.
Another important consideration regarding DE filters would be the requirement by
some municipalities that you contain the wasted media, before it is pumped and
disposed into a landfill. Furthermore, additional ventilation would be required for the
DE feed room. If a DE filter is chosen, we would suggest that a replacement media, such
as Perlite, is used.
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Safety Risks
DE is considered a carcinogen and requires proper ventilation and breathing apparatus
when handling. Perlite is a recommended replacement media and is recommended for
the RM filter, it is non carcinogenic and environmentally friendly.

.5

Filter Recommendation
Based on above assumptions the RM filters are the preferred system over Hi‐Rate sand
filters.
Regenerative filters provide great water quality and use minimal water during bumping
and backwashing, thus the operating costs are a minimum.

6.7

Chemical Disinfection
Chemical disinfection has been reviewed similar to filtration. Water chemistry, availability,
owner preference, and local ordinances will be reviewed as the project progresses to the next
phase to finalize this media.
The pool disinfection systems reviewed for this facility are:
‐
‐
‐
‐

Gas Chlorine
Liquid Chlorine
Calcium Hypochlorite
Salt Chlorination

In addition, we reviewed two types of secondary treatment:
‐
‐

Ozone
Ultraviolet Radiation

.1

Primary Chemical Treatment Options
Four options are considered as primary disinfectants: gas chlorine, liquid chlorine, salt
chlorination, and calcium hypochlorite. Each of these systems has its own inherent
advantages and disadvantages.
‐

GAS CHLORINE
Gas Chlorine operates on a pressurized tank system and has a pungent odor
that can be detected at 4ppm. Chlorine gas is a severe respiratory irritant and at
high concentrations is toxic and lethal. The Gas chlorine system lowers the pH
value of the pool water; therefore it is necessary to offset this by using a
support chemical such as Soda Ash to adjust the pH level back to normal levels.
Because of this, there is more maintenance required to operate a gas chlorine
system. The gas chlorine system requires its own room, complete with a
specialized exhaust system due to its toxic nature. There is a dangerous goods
regulation for handling and storage, thus qualified maintenance staff required
to operate the system.
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SODIUM HYPO‐CHLORITE (LIQUID CHLORINE)
The liquid chlorine systems ability to run relies entirely on the performance of
the pump. The liquid chlorine system is relatively easy to install. This system
requires the installation of a tank, pump, and injector. Liquid chlorine systems
require some space for equipment and storage. Liquid chlorine is a fraction of
the capital cost of gas chlorine.
CALCIUM HYPO‐CHLORITE
The calcium hypochlorite system operates on a briquette/tablet form and is
clean, odor free, very reliable and safer to handle than either gas or liquid
chlorine. The system is made entirely out of PVC therefore resistant to
corrosion. The feed system utilizes the principles of erosion and requires
minimal maintenance. The calcium hypochlorite system is pH neutral so there is
no requirement for extra balancing of the pool water. The cost of chemicals is
very expensive and the added chemicals in the briquettes are dissolved in the
water which increases the TDS within the pool.
SALT CHLORINE SYSTEM
Approximately 3,000 ‐ 5,000 ppm of salt is maintained in the pool water by a
salinity control system. The sodium solution water passes through an
electrolytic rectifier cell in which an electric current creates electrolysis. This
process converts the sodium to gas chlorine. Some users prefer the saline in the
pool. Reportedly it is more comfortable to the skin and reduces eye irritation.
Salt also has a disadvantage to operations as it increases galvanic currents that
increase the potential of corrosion. The salt chlorine system requires 90/10
Cupra‐Nickel or titanium heat exchangers, particular impellers, pumps that are
plastic and incorporate plastic, hair and lint removers and protection for the
pumps. The operational reliability of the salt systems decreases as the cells wear
down. The system is made entirely out of PVC, making it resistant to corrosion.
A secondary treatment system may be required to compliment and back‐up this
system.
The system operates closer to pH neutral which potentially requires less
chemicals to maintain than liquid or gas chlorine. The system itself can be part
of the pool filter room.
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Water Quality
Gas chlorine is the strongest oxidizer, thus will require less chlorine to maintain
disinfection levels. This system will lower the pH level of the water, making it necessary
to use soda ash as a support chemical. It also lowers the alkalinity, which may affect
pool balance. A secondary chemical like calcium chloride may be required to maintain
the already low level of alkalinity.
The salt chlorine disinfectant may not be the strongest oxidizer, however it is often
preferred by patrons due to the salt concentration in the water causes the water to feel
“soft” and results in reduced effects on the skin. Furthermore, the saline in the water
reduces eye irritation. The salt system has difficulty adjusting to fluctuations in bather
loads if not sized for peak numbers.
A calcium hypochlorite system provides 65% to 70% chlorine by volume of chemical
used, compared to gas chlorine, which provides 100% chlorine by volume. This system
will raise the hardness of the water which works well with the low hardness of the
source water. The chemical has been on the market for some time; however the means
of disinfecting with erosion feeders is new. This system also dissolves other particulate
within the briquettes which increase the pool’s TDS.
Liquid chlorine provides 13% to 15% chlorine by volume and usually has little difficulty
adjusting to fluctuations in bather loads. Liquid chlorine will also raise the total dissolved
solids content.

.3

Safety Risks
The supply and storage of chemicals as well as the ventilation of the room must be
reviewed in detail to assure no hazard to the adjacent play areas. Salt is the safest
chlorine to handle or store. The chlorine is produced in the water, therefore it is never
handled. Calcium Hypo‐Chlorite would be the second safest chemical. It is solid,
therefore limits the concern about spills. Safety glasses and protective clothing should
be worn when handling.
Liquid chlorine is normally supplied by a bulk supply truck. A hose would pump the
chemical into a tank. The tank must be contained to prevent spills. If this chemical is
accidentally mixed with acid, it would create a very hazardous gas. Labeling and training
is essential to prevent this from happening.
Gas chlorine is the least safe of all of the chemicals. A gas mask MUST be put on when
changing cylinders. Though the likelihood of a failure is minimal, numerous
redundancies would be incorporated into the design. However human error can bypass
any type of safeties.
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When selecting the chemical pH is required to maintain pool balance. Typically acid or
CO2 is used for the pH control for salt, liquid and calcium hypochlorite systems. Acid
would require containment when storing and feeding into the pools. Furthermore,
safety glasses and protective clothing should be worn when adding the chemical to the
supply tank.
In summary, the safest systems to operate from best to least desirable are salt chlorine,
calcium hypochlorite, liquid chlorine and gas chlorine. The client should complete a risk
assessment to determine if gas chlorine should even be considered.
.4

Primary Chlorine Recommendation
Calcium hypochlorite or liquid chlorine is recommended due to safety and ease of use.

6.8

Secondary Chemical Treatment Options
Ultraviolet radiation (UV) is used frequently as secondary chemical treatment.
.1

Ultraviolet Light (UV)
UV treatment has been used in drinking water, industrial, and effluent applications for
many years. However, it is new for swimming pools in the North American market. The
primary action of UV is to kill bacteria and viruses, reducing the risk of stomach, skin,
and respiratory tract infection transmission to the pool users. UV has a secondary action
that initiates photo‐chemical and photo‐oxidation reactions, which destroy chloramines.
The limiting factor for UV tends to be water clarity, as dissolved and suspended
materials inhibit UV penetration. Corrective measures are proper filtration and full flow
through the radiation lamp which both assist in reducing the problem.

6.9

pH Disinfection
Source water affects the balancing of the pools. If a pool is balanced it is neither corrosive nor
scaling. Alkalinity, pH, and calcium hardness all affect the overall balance of a pool. Matching the
pH adjustment and chlorine treatment systems with the source water helps to reduce the
amount of chemical required to treat a pool.
The recommended pH levels for swimming pools is between 7.4 – 7.6 (slightly basic). While the
alkalinity is recommended to be between 80 ‐ 120 ppm and the calcium hardness between 200
–300.
.1

Muriatic Acid
Muriatic acid is hydrochloric acid solution at 10% concentration. It should be stored in a
separate, well ventilated room with containment curb. Operator should use protective
eyewear and skin wear as well as an approved air purifier. The tank should be always
sealed as it is a corrosive vapor.
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Summary of pros and cons:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

.2

Reacts very fast, which benefits maintaining pool chemistry in smaller pools
with varying bather load.
Cost to set up is very inexpensive. Pump, tank and separate storage space.
Requires a separate room for housing the tank c/w special consideration on
corrosion resistant finishes
Most common pH adjustment chemical.
Cannot be within the same room as chlorine. If mixed together it can form a
lethal gas

CO2 pH Treatment
CO2 is a very mild chemical which works well with water systems that have a low
alkalinity. Something like gas chlorine, the chemical is stored under pressure in a
cylinder. A pump draws water through a venturi which pulls the CO2 into the pool
water returning it back to the pool. The tanks, pressure regulator and piping shall be
housed in a separate room. A CO2 sensor next to the room door will be interlocked to a
ventilation fan.
Summary of pros and cons:
‐
‐
‐
‐

.3

Very mild chemical which is safe to handle and operate.
May require another chemical to help manage alkalinity levels in water.
Safer to handle and transport than muriatic acid.
Overall system has a higher capital cost than muriatic acid.

pH Chemical Recommendation
Results from the water analysis shall assist in determining which form of pH to use.

6.10

Chemical Controllers
Each pool will have its own standalone chemical controller that will signal the chlorine and pH
treatment systems. For chlorine control, there are two methods of measuring chlorine: ORP or
ppm. ORP Controllers measure the ability of chlorine to react in the water rather than the
amount of chlorine within the water. In other words you could have a large percentage of
chlorine within the water however it may not be available chlorine.
The chemical controller could potentially have a cable between the chemical controller and the
building BMS pc. The pc will be able to access the information via windows compatible software.
.1

Vacuum System
Due to concerns with suction and hair entanglement, we do not recommend wall type
vacuum fittings with a remote pump. A deck level vacuum system is the preferred
system, which should be part of the Furniture and Equipment contract.
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AQUATICS FACILITIES
Barr Ryder Architects as leaders in the field of aquatics facility design have completed the
feasibility, design and construction of a number of recreational facilities that include aquatics in
the last five years.
The Suncor Leisure Centre at MacDonald Island Park in Fort McMurray, Alberta; the EastLink
Centre in Grande Prairie, Alberta; the Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatics Facility in Wetaskiwin,
Alberta; the Battlefords Co‐op Aquatic Centre in North Battleford, Saskatchewan; and the
proposed Drayton Valley Aquatics Facility are all examples of recent aquatics facilities
completed by our consultant teams.

7.1

Suncor Leisure Centre at MacDonald Island Park ‐ Fort McMurray, Alberta
The Suncor Leisure Centre facility was designed to provide a family
oriented multiplex of recreation and leisure activities. The vision was
to integrate new expanded leisure activities seamlessly into existing
facilities at MacDonald Island Park.
The new 422,081 ft2 (39,211.3 m2) unified multiplex offers 2 NHL
sized ice surfaces, leisure ice, 10 sheets of curling ice, two
fieldhouses, aquatics, fitness/wellness complete with elevated
running track, climbing wall, a racquet facility, leasable areas, child
play/child minding and a new community library. The total cost of
the new facility was $131.0 million.
The aquatics component of the Suncor Leisure Centre is comprised of
68,555 ft2 (6,369 m2) of the multiplex and includes the following key
features:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

54m, 10 lane competition pool
Dry viewing area
4 lane warm up pool
2 flume waterslides
28.30 person whirlpool ‐ adults
22 ‐ 26 person whirlpool ‐ family
Zero entry leisure pool (2,271 ft2) (211 m2)
Spray/tots pool (3,968.6 ft2) (368.7 m2)
Lazy river/current channel (2,278 linear ft) (211.7 m2)
Sauna/steam
Male/female/family change areas (450 bathing load)
Administration
Support and service areas

A project data sheet for the Suncor Leisure Centre is provided in
Appendix A.
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EastLink Centre ‐ Grande Prairie, Alberta
The EastLink Centre was designed to be the final component in the
establishment of a central recreational/cultural hub in Grande
Prairie. The new fitness/wellness facility joins the existing Coca Cola
twin ice arenas and gymnastics centre to create a unified Community
Knowledge Campus that also includes an existing high school. The
new 221,870 ft2 (20,612 m2) fitness/wellness facility includes
aquatics, fieldhouse, elevated running track, squash courts, a
fitness/wellness centre and a variety of support areas. The total cost
of the new facility was $105.0 million.
The new aquatics component of the EastLink Centre is comprised of
82,285.7 ft2 (7,737.5 m2) of the total complex and includes the
following key features:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

54m, 10 lane competition pool complete with 5m, 3m and
1m diving boards
On deck spectator seating
Dry viewing area
4 lane warm up pool
2 flume waterslides
Zero entry leisure pool (1,100 ft2) (102 m2)
Spray/tots pool (2,249 ft2) (209 m2)
Lazy river/current channel (615 linear ft) (187.4m2)
Standing wave pool
18 ‐ 20 person whirlpool ‐ adults
22 person whirlpool ‐ family
Sauna/steam
Male/female/family change areas (950 bathing load)
Support and service areas

A project data sheet for the EastLink Centre is provided in
Appendix A.
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Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatics Facility ‐ Wetaskiwin, Alberta
The Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatics Facility evolved as a freestanding
aquatics facility designed to replace an existing 40 year old facility.
Through master planning, business case analysis and extensive public
consultation, the vision for a community and regional aquatics facility
evolved.
It should be noted that as part of the master planning concept and
public consultation it was determined that along with the demand
for new leisure aquatics there was a high priority for fitness/wellness
and a single fieldhouse development. The new Wetaskiwin Regional
Aquatics Facility is designed as Phase 1 of a larger recreational facility
that will include expanded fitness/wellness and a fieldhouse.
The total construction cost of the full build out of the Wetaskiwin
Regional Aquatics Facility is estimated to be $33.0 million. The
aquatics component of the project is expected to be completed in
August 2013.
The new 44,046 ft2 (4,092 m2) aquatics facility was designed to offer
a full range of recreational aquatics opportunities and support areas,
including:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

25m, 6 lane competition pool complete with 1m and 3m
diving boards
On deck spectator seating
Dry viewing areas (main and second floors)
2 flume waterslides
Zero entry leisure pool (700 ft2) (65 m2)
Spray/tots pool (260 ft2) (24 m2)
Lazy river/current channel (140 linear ft) (42.75 m2)
20 ‐ 24 person whirlpool
Standing wave pool
Sauna
Male/female/family change areas (300 bathing load)
Pool deck storage
4 party/multipurpose rooms
Fitness/wellness centre
Administration
Support and service areas

A project data sheet for the Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatics Facility is
provided in Appendix A.
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Battlefords Co‐op Aquatic Centre ‐ North Battleford, Saskatchewan
The Battlefords Co‐op Aquatic Centre is one of four facilities that
comprise the Credit Union CU Plex. The Credit Union CU Plex is a
project that reflects innovation and out of the box thinking designed
to carefully manage funding requirements, reduce the overall project
size into smaller pieces to facilitate local subtrade participation and
enhance the concept of community.
The Credit Union CU Plex is comprised of four individual facilities
organized around an outdoor public square.
Facilities include: The Dekker Centre for the Performing Arts;
Battlefords Co‐op Aquatic Centre; Battlefords Curling and Battlefords
Fieldhouse.
The new 39,880 ft2 (3,705 m2) aquatics facility is designed based on
specific community requirements and reflects current trends in
recreational pools. The Battlefords Co‐op Aquatic Centre includes
the following key features:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

25m, 6 lane competition pool complete with 1m diving
boards
On deck spectator seating
Dry viewing area
2 flume waterslides
Zero entry leisure pool (2,788 ft2) (259 m2)
Spray/tots pool (2,100 ft2) (195 m2)
Lazy river/current channel (238 linear ft) (72.7 m2)
28 person whirlpool
Male/female/family change areas (300 bathing load)
Administration
Support and service areas

A project data sheet for the Battlefords Co‐op Aquatics Centre is
provided in Appendix A.
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Town of Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Proposed Aquatics Facility
Barr Ryder Architects & Interior Designers and the team of sub‐
consultants were retained by the Town of Drayton Valley to evaluate
existing recreational aquatics opportunities, evaluate existing
aquatics facilities, develop business case strategies and design
concepts for expanded recreational aquatics in the community.
One component of the study involved the design and development
of a new freestanding aquatics facility. Through an extensive master
planning and stakeholder and public engagement process in the
community a regional aquatics facility located in the Town of Drayton
was conceived.
It should be noted that similar to the development of the City of
Wetaskiwin facility the community determined that there was a high
priority for the future development of a single fieldhouse in the
community. The new Drayton Valley Aquatics facility is designed as
Phase 1 of a larger recreational complex that would include a
fieldhouse in Phase 2.
The total projected construction cost (in 2017 dollars) of both phases
of this project is $39.0 million and includes full build out options of
basement, main and second floors and fieldhouse.
The proposed single storey Drayton Valley/Brazeau County aquatics
facility concept is 42,454.25 ft2 (3,944 m2) and includes the following
key features:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

25m, 8 lane competition pool complete with 3m and 1m
diving boards
On deck spectator seating
Dry viewing area
3 lane warm up pool
2 flume waterslides
Zero entry leisure pool (1,184 ft2) (110 m2)
Spray/tots pool (1,180 ft2) (110 m2)
Lazy river/current channel (140 linear ft) (42.75 m2)
20 ‐ 24 person whirlpool
Male/female/family change areas (300 person bathing load)
Sauna
Pool deck storage
Administration
Support and service areas

A project data sheet for the proposed Drayton Valley Aquatics
Facility is provided in Appendix A.
Concept drawings for the proposed Drayton Valley Aquatics Facility
are included in Appendix B.
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CAPITAL COST ANALYSIS
The following capital cost analysis outlines the actual construction cost of four aquatics facilities
and the projected cost of a proposed aquatics building. Additional soft costs, furniture and
equipment project costs, contingencies and inflation are added where appropriate to ensure all
project costs reflect 2013 dollars.

8.1

Component Costs (not including cost of structure)
.1

25m, 6 lane competition pool

$

1,400,000.00

Cost per additional lane ($250,000.00)
.2

Leisure pool/lazy river/wave generation

3,600,000.00

Wave generation equipment ($150,000.00)
.3

2 flume waterslide

600,000.00

.4

Standing wave pool (5m)

800,000.00

.5

Whirlpool (20 ‐ 24 person) (each)

305,200.00
Total

8.2

$

6,705,200.00

Aquatics Facilities Cost
.1

Suncor Leisure Centre at MacDonald Island Park ‐ Fort McMurray, Alberta (2010)
68,555 ft2 (6,369 m2)
$867.90 per ft2 / $9,341.97 per m2
Construction Cost
Furniture & Equipment Allowance (4.5%)
Soft Costs Allowance (fees, etc.)

$

Subtotal
Inflation Allowance to 2013 (3% per year)
Total
Themeing:

$

52,277,000.00
2,352,465.00
3,136,620.00
57,766,085.00

$

1,732,982.55

$

59,499,067.55

$

1,000,000.00

Note:
‐ The Suncor Leisure Centre was constructed during the highly inflationary boom of 2008 ‐ 2009.
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EastLink Centre ‐ Grande Prairie, Alberta (2011)
83,285.75 ft2 (7,737.5 m2)
$512.41 per ft2 / $5,515.59 per m2
Construction Cost
Furniture & Equipment Allowance (4.5%)
Soft Costs Allowance (fees, etc.)

$

Subtotal
Inflation Allowance to 2013 (3% per year)
Total
Themeing:
.3

$

37,582,645.00
1,691,219.02
2,160,000.00
41,433,864.02

$

1,243,015.92

$

42,676,879.94

$

1,500,000.00

Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatics Facility ‐ Wetaskiwin, Alberta (2012)
44,046 ft2 (4,092 m2)
$509.08 per ft2 / $5,479.74 per m2
Construction Cost
Furniture & Equipment Allowance (6%)
Soft Costs Allowance (fees, etc.)

$

Subtotal
Inflation Allowance to 2013 (3% per year)
Total
.4

$

19,500,000.00
1,170,000.00
1,100,000.00
21,770,000.00

$

653,100.00

$

22,423,100.00

Battlefords Co‐op Aquatic Centre ‐ North Battleford, Alberta (2011)
39,880 ft2 (3,705 m2)
$560.74 per ft2 / $6,035.71 per m2
Construction Cost
Furniture & Equipment Allowance (6%)
Soft Costs Allowance (fees, etc.)

$

Subtotal
Inflation Allowance to 2013 (3% per year)
Total

$

19,350,000.00
1,161,000.00
1,200,000.00
21,711,000.00

$

651,330.00

$

22,362,330.00
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Town of Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Proposed Aquatics Facility (2012)
42,454.25 ft2 (3,944 m2)
$598.17 per ft2 / $6,438.94 per m2
Construction Cost Estimate
Furniture & Equipment Allowance (6%)
Soft Costs Allowance (fees, etc.)

$

Subtotal

$

Inflation Allowance to 2013 (3% per year)

21,892,000.00
1,313,520.00
1,450,000.00
24,655,520.00
739,665.60

Total

$

25,395,185.60

Suncor Leisure Centre at MacDonald Island Park
Fort McMurray, Alberta
LEISURE POOL

Suncor Leisure Centre at MacDonald Island Park
Fort McMurray, Alberta
CHILD MINDING

Suncor Leisure Centre at MacDonald Island Park
Fort McMurray, Alberta
RUNNING TRACK
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GENERIC COST ANALYSIS
.1

Construction Cost Estimate
Main Floor:
Lower Floor:
Second Floor:
Total Area

4,000
600
900
5,500

m2 x $5,900.00/m2 =
m2 x $4,200.00/m2 =
m2 x $3,900.00/m2 =
m2

$

Subtotal

Furniture & Equipment Allowance (6%)
Themeing
Soft Costs Allowance (fees, etc.)
Design Contingency (5%)
Construction Contingency (5%)
Total

$

23,600,000.00
2,520,000.00
3,510,000.00
29,630,000.00

$

1,777,800.00
500,000.00
2,370,400.00
1,481,500.00
1,481,500.00

$

37,241,200.00

Assumptions:
‐ Estimate is based on a free standing facility.
‐ Normal soil conditions.
‐ Minimum components included in conceptual aquatics: 6 ‐ 8 lanes, 25m competition pool, minimum 1m
diving board; 2 flume waterslide; 1 open/1 closed flume (tube ride); zero entry pool; tots/splash pool;
current channel/adventure river; whirlpool/spa; 24 ‐ 28 persons; steam room; party/multipurpose rooms;
dry viewing; pool deck storage; male change/locker room; female change/locker room; family
change/locker room; pool administration ; reception; lobby; fitness/wellness; and miscellaneous support
and service areas.
‐ $100,000.00 allowance for acoustic treatment is included.

Black Gold Centre
Leduc, Alberta
LEISURE POOL
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For the purpose of this study, we chose to compare the budgets and other information of two
facilities in Alberta. These facilities were selected based on the similarity of size, facilities and
programs offered.
Cost to operate a facility that is approximately two to five times larger will dramatically increase.
The largest percentage of cost in a facility is labour (57%) and secondly utilities (14%). It is
important to also consider that although there is significantly more equipment in a new facility,
new equipment is more efficient and will cost less to operate per square foot of facility.
10.2

Expression of Operating Cost Potential
The Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatics Facility and the Drayton Valley/Brazeau County Proposed
Aquatics Facility were selected for comparative operating cost potential models because of their
similarities to the proposed City of Lethbridge Aquatics Facility outlined in the City of Lethbridge,
The Lethbridge Leisure Centre Needs Assessment and Concept Design document.
All three facilities have comparable main floor areas. Wetaskiwin and Drayton Valley both have
limited basement access proposed and both have second floor fitness and multipurpose areas.
The Lethbridge facility has an allowance for a more extensive lower level proposed and no
allocation of fitness on the second floor. (Fitness is noted elsewhere in the concept program
and may be allocated to the second floor). All three facilities would have similar bathing loads
of 300 ‐ 400 persons.

Facility

Basement

Main Floor

Second Floor

Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatics Facility

3,471 ft2 (322 m2)

36,726 ft2 (3,412 m2)

7,320 ft2 (680 m2)

Drayton Valley Proposed Aquatics Facility

5,812 ft2 (540 m2)

42,454.25 ft2 (3,944 m2)

15,500 ft2 (1,440 m2)

Aquatics Facility (Concept)

6,458 ft2 (600 m2)

43,056 ft2 (4,000 m2)

9,688 ft2 (900 m2)*

*Estimated area of the second floor
Estimated Cost Recovery Evaluation
(2013 dollars)

Drayton Valley
Proposed Aquatics Facility

Wetaskiwin Regional
Aquatics Facility

REVENUE
Admissions
Lessons
Rentals
Lockers
Concession
Membership/Passes
Total

$

$

170,000
70,000
18,000
10,000
45,000
440,000
753,000

$

$

172,000
55,000
10,000
5,000
‐‐
200,000
442,000
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EXPENSES
Salaries & Benefits
Utilities
Repairs & Maintenance
Materials & Supplies
Equipment
Administration
Total

$

DEFICIT

$

$

830,000
480,000
2,500
15,000
4,500
22,000
1,354,000

$

612,000
357,000
2,000
11,000
3,300
16,000
1,001,300

$

601,000

$

559,300

Cost Recovery Rate

55%

44%

Notes:
‐ Figures outlined are averaged estimates only.
‐ Bank and interest, training, insurance and advertising/promotions are not included.
‐ Projected cost recovery rate would be expected to increase with population and membership growth.
‐ The Drayton Valley fitness component is larger than Wetaskiwin. Income from memberships is significantly more
for Drayton Valley as it is a “membership” based program in lieu of the “pay as you go” methodology for
Wetaskiwin.
‐ Drayton Valley has less competition and higher demand than Wetaskiwin.

10.3

What if Scenario ‐ Fitness & Wellness
5,000 ‐ 7,500 ft2 (fitness/wellness only)

Area:

Total area would include male and female change areas, vertical circulation,
reception/administration and miscellaneous non‐income generating areas.
Amenities:

Cardio equipment
Strength building equipment
Stretching area
Multipurpose room (to accommodate classes)

A small fitness and wellness studio could operate as a membership base or strictly on a drop in
basis. In the first year it is anticipated that up to 1,000 people could become members.
On a drop in basis with 100 users per day weekly and 200 users per day on weekends, a fitness
studio could generate up to 900 visits per week. This would translate into approximately 22,500
fitness visits per year (based on 6 months of high usage).
FITNESS
Cost

Equipment
Classes
Combined

$
$
$

200
200
300

% of
Memberships

25%
25%
50%

Memberships

250
62.5
62.5
125

$
Generated

$
$
$
$

12,500
12,500
25,000
50,000

Memberships

500
125
125
250

$
Generated

$ 25,000
$ 25,000
$ 50,000
$100,000

Memberships

1,000
250
250
500

$
Generated

$ 50,000
$ 50,000
$ 100,000
$ 200,000
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SUMMARY
The City of Lethbridge offers a number of indoor and outdoor recreational aquatics experiences
throughout the community. The age of these aquatics facilities range from 26 to 40 years.
Newer facilities at the University of Lethbridge YMCA and at a private hotel also enhance the
recreational aquatics experience in the City of Lethbridge. As noted in Lethbridge Leisure Centre
Needs Assessment and Concept Design[1] document, there are waiting lists for structured
aquatics programs, and limited leisure and unstructured aquatics facilities.
In addition, it was also noted in The State of Recreation and Culture in Lethbridge[3] document,
that expected population growth will range from 112,203 to 137,310 to 2027. Obviously, the
current demand for programmed aquatics, the lack of leisure and unstructured aquatics
facilities and the projected increases in population clearly indicate the need for new recreational
aquatics facility in the City of Lethbridge.
Based on a number of facilities that have either been recently constructed or are presently in
design, current trends in recreational aquatics emphasize unstructured recreational and leisure
aquatics activities in conjunction traditionally with programmed aquatics.
Based on projects that have either recently been constructed or are currently in design, a new
aquatics facility in the City of Lethbridge should have a minimum main floor area of 4,000 m2.
The bathing load for a facility of this size would be 300 to 400 persons. A basement service area
would range from 600m to a full basement, and a minimum 900m fitness/wellness area would
be developed on the second floor.
The minimum components of a new aquatics facility would include:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

6 ‐ 8 lanes, 25m pool, minimum 1m diving board
2 flume waterslide; 1 open/1 closed flume (tube ride)
Zero entry pool complete with wave generation
Tots/splash pool
Current channel/adventure river
Whirlpool/spa; 24 ‐ 28 persons
Steam room
Party/multipurpose rooms
Dry viewing
Pool deck storage
Male change/locker room
Female change/locker room
Family change/locker room
Fitness/wellness (second floor)
Pool administration (lifeguard office, first aid, staff change, etc.)
Reception (admission, administration and bookings, etc.)
Lobby
Miscellaneous support and service areas (including some basement development)
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Optional components:
‐
‐
‐

Standing wave pool (in lieu of wave component added to zero entry pool)
Adult whirlpool (in addition to family whirlpool)
Sauna

.1

Basement Development
Not all aquatics facilities are designed with basement development. Basement
development is typically included to ensure the appropriate access to pool service lines
without extensive demolition of floors. The development of basement areas under the
natatorium of an aquatics facility can be extensive or selectively designed to only allow
access to portions of each pool.
In most circumstances, pool basements can be effectively designed to allow practical
access to water and service distribution lines, individual pool pump, include storage,
filtration systems, and expansion tanks, usually for 20% to 25% of the natatorium area.
Basement development should be designed to maximize accessibility for maintenance
of the pools but limited in overall development to reduce costs. The cost of basement
development under pools is significant and can increase the overall cost of a project
substantially.

.2

Second Floor Development
All second floor development in aquatics facilities is optional. Given the typical height of
a natatorium and the single level development of aquatics support areas, the overall
cost of the addition of the second floor development over the support areas adjacent to
the aquatics components is cost effective.
There is a precedence in the development of aquatics facilities to enhance the fitness/
wellness experience with fitness facilities. The fitness/wellness component increases
the financial viability of the aquatics facility through expanded membership
opportunities. Second floor development can also include: second floor viewing;
multipurpose/conference/meeting rooms for community rentals; birthday parties;
enhanced fitness programs; washrooms, and service and support areas depending upon
the available area.
Second floor development is recommended to provide recreational users additional
fitness/wellness opportunities and improve the financial viability of the new City of
Lethbridge Leisure Aquatics Facility.

The type of pool tank, gutter systems, pool finishes and filtration system should be determined
through detailed review with management and maintenance personnel to ensure the selection
of the most appropriate systems for the City of Lethbridge.
The final project cost of a recreational facility in the City of Lethbridge would be determined by
the final selection of products, facilities, programs, activities and systems provided in the facility.
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Based on a facility that would not exceed 5,500 m2 (59,203 ft2) as outlined in this summary, the
estimated project cost should not exceed $37.0 million.
Based on cost recovery projections for similar facilities, it would be expected that based on
current demand existing facility deficiencies and the addition of a fitness component, a new
recreational aquatics facility in the City of Lethbridge designed as generically proposed, would
most likely achieve a cost recovery rate of between 50% to 60%.
A new City of Lethbridge Leisure Aquatics Facility should offer a variety of recreational and
leisure aquatics facilities to enhance programmed aquatics, and a variety of unstructured leisure
aquatics activities that are designed to maximize the use of the facility for all age groups. .
In conclusion, the City of Lethbridge has an excellent range of existing aquatics facilities,
unfortunately, the existing facilities are unable to meet the current demands of the community
or current trends in recreational aquatics. Based on our review outlined in this document the
City of Lethbridge would benefit from the development of a new multipurpose leisure aquatics
facility.
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Appendices

Appendix A ‐ Project Data Sheets

Suncor Community Leisure
Centre at MacDonald Island
Park
Fort McMurray, Alberta

B

arr Ryder Architects was retained by the
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo to
work on the renovations and expansion of the
existing C.A. Knight Recreation Complex on
MacDonald Island in Fort McMurray.
The existing 30 year old facility consisted of
a single ice sheet with leisure ice, 12 sheets of
curling ice, a small fitness and racquet facility, a banquet and lounge facility, and golf
course club house. This was to be added to the
components of a multiplex that had been in the
planning stages for over five years.

View to Main Circulation

Project
Suncor Community Leisure Centre at
MacDonald Island Park
Fort McMurray, Alberta
Owner
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
Design Team
Prime Consultant/Architect
Barr Ryder Architects & Interior Designers
Structural
Read Jones Christoffersen Ltd.
Mechanical
Stantec Consulting Ltd.
Electrical
AECOM
Building Data
Construction Cost
Project Completion

$131,000,000.00
September 2010

The goal of this expansion was to provide a
family oriented multiplex of recreation and leisure activities that would make Fort McMurray
a destination for sport use and for community
involvement into fitness wellness. The vision
was to ensure that the facilities fit seamlessly
together to provide a unique environment for
the population of Fort McMurray and visitors
allowing them an opportunity for a wide variety
of physical and leisure activities within one
complex.
A main central circulation concourse was the
most viable way of ensuring that all patrons
would share in the excitement of the entire
facility. The physical form and the requirement
for substantial amounts of glazing for both the
Aquatics Centre, and the Library made these
ideal visual identifiers for the facility on its
western front façade.
The program incorporates:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indoor track
2 fieldhouses
New arena
54m, 10 lane competition pool
4 lane warmup pool
Leisure aquatics
Library
Fitness/wellness

•
•
•
•

Climbing wall
Renovated existing facility
Lease spaces
Child play/child minding

Library

Aquatics

Child Minding

Running Track

Leisure Ice

Floor Plan

EastLink Centre
Grande Prairie, Alberta

T

he EastLink Centre is a leading edge
facility that creates a unified Community
Knowledge Campus. The design joins the Coca
Cola Centre and Gymnastics Centre under one
roof.
The new facility contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fitness/Wellness

Project
EastLink Centre
Grande Prairie, Alberta

54m, 10 lane competition pool
2 waterslides
5m diving platform
Leisure pool
Adventure River
Flow rider
Fitness/wellness centre
Support areas
Fieldhouse
4 squash courts
Running track

Two additional fieldhouses have been incorporated in the design as a possible future phase
to maximize the recreation potential of the
facility.

Owner
City of Grande Prairie
Design Team
Prime Consultant/Architect
Barr Ryder Architects & Interior Designers
Structural
Protostatix Engineering Consultants Inc.
Mechanical
Williams Engineering Canada
Electrical
AECOM
Aquatics
Water Technology, Inc.
Building Data
Construction Cost
Project Completion

$105,000,000.00
December 2011

Building Area
Main Floor: 141,934 ft2 (13,186 m2)
Second Floor: 55,941 ft2 (5,197 m2)
Track: 23,995 ft2 (2,229 m2)

Running Track

Fieldhouse

Aquatics

Overall Site View

Battlefords Co-op
Aquatic Centre
North Battleford, Saskatchewan

B

arr Ryder Architects & Interior Designers
were commissioned by the City of North
Battleford in February 2008, to develop the
Battlefords Cultural and Recreation Centre
project, known as “The Credit Union CU Plex”.
The Credit Union CU Plex is a project that
reflects innovation and “out of the box” thinking to meet and enhance the cultural and recreation vision for the community.
Our team studied traffic and pedestrian patterns, connection to bicycle paths and public
transportation and future cultural developments in the area. The team worked with the
owner, stakeholders, user groups and the public
to create dynamic flexible facilities that truly
reflect and enhance the future cultural and recreational needs of the community.

Project
Battlefords Co-op Aquatic Centre
North Battleford, Saskatchewan
Owner
City of North Battleford
Design Team
Prime Consultant/Architect
Barr Ryder Architects & Interior Designers
Structural/Mechanical/Electrical
Stantec Consulting Ltd.
Aquatics
Water Technology, Inc.
Landscape
Douglas Walters Landscape
Building Data
Construction Cost
Project Completion

$16,462,800.00
September 2012

Key factors identified in the evolution of the
total complex included:
• Enhancement of existing cultural and recreational opportunities in the community.
• Creation of a community complex to bring a
diverse mix of residents together.
• Connection to its surroundings.
• Sustainable and low maintenance facilities.
• Cost effective and practical.
The Credit Union CU Plex is comprised of
four individual facilities organized around an
outdoor public square.
Facilities include:
• The Dekker Centre for the Performing Arts
• Battlefords Co-op Aquatic Centre
• Battlefords Curling
• Battlefords Fieldhouse
The new aquatics facility is designed with the
most current trends and technologies in recreational pools. Each component of the facility
was individually selected to meet the specific
needs of the community to maximize the recreational experience in North Battleford.

The Battlefords Aquatic program consists of:
• 6 lane, 25m competition pool
• Leisure pool
• Shallow play pool
• A “current” lazy river
• On deck bleachers and viewing
• Hot tub
• 2 waterslides
• Male and female change rooms
• Family change rooms
• Reception
• Administration
• Staff areas

Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatics
Facility
Wetaskiwin, Alberta

W

orking together with representatives of
the City and the County of Wetaskiwin,
Barr Ryder was commissioned to review the
current trends and feasibility of a new aquatics
facility to meet the current and future needs
of the region and be located in the City of
Wetaskiwin. Through the project analysis
process, it was felt that expanding the scope
to review the master plan for the long term
evolution of recreational and cultural facilities
in the vicinity of the existing recreation grounds
and the community was essential.

Project
Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatics Facility
Wetaskiwin, Alberta
Owner
City of Wetaskiwin
County of Wetaskiwin No. 10
Design Team
Prime Consultant/Architect
Barr Ryder Architects & Interior Designers
Structural
Protostatix Engineering Consultants Inc.
Mechanical/Electrical
Hemisphere Engineering Inc.
Civil
Williams Engineering Canada
Landscape
Douglas Walters Landscape Architects
Ltd.
Aquatics
Water Technology Inc.
Building Data
Construction Cost
Project Completion

$19,813,000.00
July 2013
(anticipated)

Barr Ryder, the owner, user groups, the public
and the consultant team worked together to
develop a public survey, held public open
houses, provided and enhanced an analysis of
the existing Aboussafy Pool, established a new
vision for recreation and culture in the region
and developed the concept for a new aquatics
facility as Phase 1 of a multiplex.
The proposed master plan and concept for the
aquatics component of a multiplex evolved
as a result of appropriate public consultation,
workshops and cooperation between the owner,
stakeholders, the public and the consulting team
creating a vision that truly reflects the needs of
the community and region for the 21st Century.
Barr Ryder has subsequently been retained to
complete the design and development process
for the new aquatics facility with the City and
the County of Wetaskiwin.
The program incorporates:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

25m, 6 lane competition pool with 1m
diving board
Leisure pool
Lazy river
Tots pool/spray park
Waterslide
Whirlpool
Wave generator
Change areas
Administration

•
•
•
•
•
•

Main Floor Plan

Second Floor Plan

Public viewing area
Bleachers
Party room
Fitness
Multipurpose rooms
A variety of support and service areas

Aquatics Centre
Drayton Valley, Alberta

I

n June of 2011, the Town of Drayton
Valley and Brazeau County Joint Aquatics
Facility Committee commissioned Barr Ryder
Architects & Interior Designers to undertake an
Aquatics Feasibility Study.
Through a highly interactive process that
included several meetings with the Steering
Committee and individual representatives of
the Town and County, a public open house,
public survey and a design workshop with the
Park Valley Pool staff was undertaken. Having
determined that the existing Park Valley Pool
does not meet the programming needs for
aquatics in the community, the consultant team
completed an evaluation of the existing site and
structure to describe options for modernization
and expansion.

Main Floor

Project
Aquatics Centre
Drayton Valley, Alberta
Owner
Town of Drayton Valley / Brazeau County
Design Team
Prime Consultant/Architect
Barr Ryder Architects & Interior Designers
Recreation/Program Specialist
CDC Consultants
Structural
Protostatix Engineering Consultants Inc.
Mechanical/Electrical
Hemisphere Engineering Inc.
Aquatics
Water Technology, Inc.
Building Data
Project Value
(estimated)

$39,000,000

Building Area
Main Floor
Optional Second Floor
Optional Basement Floor

3,944 m2
1,440 m2
540 m2

Design options for both a modernization and
expansion to the existing Park Valley Pool and
a new stand alone facility were presented to
the public for comment. The overwhelming
majority of respondents to surveys and public
meetings indicated a strong preference for a
new facility.
Through the interactive public meetings,
workshops with staff and community surveys,
a prioritized list of desirable amenities was
developed. The key amenities to be included in
a new aquatics facility are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 lane – 25 m competition pool
Deck mounted diving boards, 1 m / 3 m
Lazy river
Tots water park
Warm water teach pool
Hot tub
Waterslides
Steam room
Family change rooms
Multipurpose rooms
Adequate staff office and change facilities
Adequate public dry viewing

Site Plan - Option 1

Site Plan - Option 3

Site Plan - Option 2

Optional Basement Floor

Optional Second Floor

Appendix B ‐ Concept Drawings

Appendix C ‐ Aquatics Concept

